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Massimo Uberti works with light. This is the element which combines all his previous experiences since his 
debut in the Lazzaro Palazzi group in Milan in the 80’s. From the late 90’s he integrates neon in a systematic 
way in his artwork, creating big ambient installations in  which the architectural spaces   are  the  intangible  
lines  of  the  constructed  spaces, or where letters compose brief poetical sentences. 
Central in his installations is the visitor, experimenting the architectural surroundings in order to become 
totally  part  of  the  work  itself.  The  observer  founds  himself  in  a  direct  dialogue  with  the installations  
experimenting,  in a new and  different way,  life and  the light in the space: “Other space” as Uberti writes in 
one of his most notable neon works for the Pecci Museum. 
In this exhibition, at Spazioborgogno in Milan (after his  solo show Never Off in 2011), Uberti introduces a 
novelty compared to other works in recent public or private spaces. Among others we recall his solo show 
at  Galleria  Nazionale  d’Arte  Moderna  di  Roma  “Spazio  Amato” -  ’Beloved  Space’ ;  the  installation  at 
Amsterdam Light Festival, “Today I Love You” (bought for a public display), or his presence at Art Basel 
Miami for Bentley).
‘After the Gold Rush’, (refers to a song by Neil Young from 1970) is the title of this new solo show. The 
artist experiments with the characteristics of  “reflectance” -  capacity of light to reflect on certain surfaces 
-  using  a  new material called  ‘space blanket’  or isotherm metal blanket,  in recent  time  associated  with 
thousand  of refugees, who seek to cross borders from the Balkans or to reach new sea shores in Lampe-
dusa and Sicily. 
The  idea  comes  from  the necessity to  revisit the dramatic reality with one  of  the  most  favourite artists 
themes, the ideal cities. The silver gilded skin of this industrial material with which it is possible to wrap a 
man, becomes a sheet where one could write new words, draw maps or sketches, as the city of Sforzinda 
designed by Renascence architect Filarete in 1465 in Milan. The project of the ideal city which Uberti used 
for his big installation ‘Dreams of Possible Cities’ for the monastery of the Magnolia at the Stelline Founda-
tion in Milan in 2008, becames an occasion to build a new vision of living places. Uberti continues to think 
of  a  possible city where man could be  at the centre, but a man which still has the ability to dream, to look
ideally  ahead  in the future. Massimo Uberti  continues  to  surprise  us  in ‘After the Gold Rush’  with  the 
elegance  and  refinement,  characteristics  that  always  distinguished  his  work,  and  have  to  be read  as 
warning: today that the gold rush is only a deceptive glitter, we must necessarily build the ideal city to live 
in harmony.


